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Welcome to this edition of College Life.
Our Lent term was a long one, but even so it is hard to
take in just how much has gone on, inside and outside the
classroom; the articles and images pay tribute to all the
effort and talent of our students and staff and I thank all
involved in these successes.  Do take some time also, if
you don’t usually, to read through Avita Pro Fide, especially
those of you who will soon be Old Edmundians!

We will be well into the examination season by the time
you read these pages and I ask all of you to keep in your
prayers and thoughts those sitting GCSEs and A Levels;
they have every reason to be optimistic but this is always
a stressful time, perhaps especially so with so much
political turbulence around us. 

It is always difficult to single out an area of staff endeavour,
but I would like to record here our appreciation of the
incredible work being carried out, in fair weather and foul,
by our grounds team.  So many have commented how
good our outdoor spaces are looking and I can only agree,
and in particular point to the Pinot de Moira Memorial
Garden, and thank Mrs Jacqueline Scott for her help with
the design and landscaping.  It is lovely to see students
and staff enjoying this area; Fr Pinot would be very proud,
I’m sure.

The handover with our new Headmaster, Matthew
Mostyn, is going well: he and I talk or meet every week to
ensure a smooth transition and he is becoming a regular
visitor to the College and Prep.  Mr Mostyn will also be
our guest of honour and speaker at this year’s Prize Giving
so if you have not met him yet do look out for his visits as
he is keen to meet as many members of the community
as possible before he takes over. 

With every best wish to you all and especially to our
examination candidates.  Avita Pro Fide!

PAULO DURÁN, HEADMASTER 
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The College has been a long-term supporter of this
Charity and over the we years has held many
fundraisers and activities to raise money for such a
worthwhile cause.  This year, Charity Week alone
raised an incredible £16,682.00, this contributes to
the grand total of £56,058.00 that we have been
able to donate to Noah’s Ark, since we started.  We
must say a huge well done and we thank all staff,
students and parents who give up their time and
energy, and donate so generously.

A new addition to Charity Week this year was the
Silent Auction.  A number of unique and prestigious
items were listed on the school website and people
were invited to place their bids.  We were fortunate
enough to have the help of a very kind parent who
donated a lot of time and effort in to helping us
collect some of the prizes.  The auction proved to be
very successful and a massive thanks goes to all
those who placed bids. 

There were a number of other activities that took

place in Charity Week kicking off with the annual
Colour Run.  This year we had older children from
the Prep take part for the first time, and the College
staff had upgraded their paint sprayers. This meant
students could not escape the wrath of the Colour
Run staff particularly easily!

Throughout the week there was the traditional staff
football match, food and drink sales, Chinese
Calligraphy, leg waxing, Rock Band, find the treasure

and a second hand
clothing stall, to
name but a few of
the activities that
took place. 

The week proved to
be a great
opportunity to let
the students use
their creativity and
their caring mindset
to benefit others.  

Giving their all!
Once again, this year’s Lenten charity was Noah’s Ark Children’s Hospice,
which provides care for babies, children and young people with life-limiting
or life-threatening conditions and their families.
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The Biology Olympiads are excellent initiatives aimed at 
Sixth from students which challenge and motivate students
with an interest in Biology.  The competition allows students
to demonstrate their knowledge by sitting two online
examination papers.  9465 students from 727 schools
worldwide participated this year and we were delighted that
members of Rhetoric I and II volunteered to take part to test
their knowledge.  The St Ed’s students did incredibly well
achieving a Silver grade which put our students in the top
15% of those who participated.  

Forest U9 Football Tournament
St Edmund’s Prep travelled to Forest School
to play in their annual 7-a-side Football
Tournament.  The St Edmund’s Prep U9A
team won the tournament with a record of
5 wins and 1 draw, having scored 12 goals
and only conceding 1.  

Congratulations to our winning team- 
Ethan-David Balogun, Harry Masters, Arthur
Johns, Ruben Bishop, Sonny Blundell, Ethan
Ajagbe, Zach Spring and Bradley Moran.

St Edmund’s Prep U9 Annual Netball
Tournament
On 12 March, St Edmund’s Prep hosted their
first annual U9 netball tournament.  As
Storm Gareth gathered pace outside, the
tournament moved into the Butler Hall in
the warm and dry. 

St Edmund’s Prep A team won all their
games to claim top spot in their group stage.
Then went on to win their semi final against
Bancroft’s - a victory which secured their
place in the final!  The Cup Final was against
Heath Mount, a team who had also looked
very impressive on the day.  Both teams
scored near the start of the match, but St
Edmund’s Prep then raced away with four
further goals to win the match 5-1 and
claim the trophy. 

Congratulations to our winning A team - 
Elsie Smyth, Zara Ferns, Clara Dickinson,
Amelia Rumalean, Georgina Church, Sienna
Goodfellow Annabel Guy and Amber
Bonnett-Powell. 

Our B team played valiantly, showing some
good skills, but unfortunately lost to
Duncombe in the semi-final of the plate
competition.  

Felsted U9 Hockey Tournament
In early March, our U9A hockey team made
the journey to Felsted for their annual
hockey tournament, which attracts several
schools whose tradition for hockey is
notoriously strong.  Our opposition on the
day included King’s College Prep, Howe
Green, Felsted B, Barnardiston Hall and
eventually we had to face Felsted’s A team.
After some amazing performances, fourteen
goals, four wins and one draw St Edmund’s
Prep managed to finish in first place!  The
girls were very excited to receive their
winners’ medals and fully deserved them for
playing so well as a team and showing such
focus and perseverance in their performances.

Congratulations to our winning team- 
Phoebe Bearpark, Annabel Guy, Alice Plant,
Elsie Smyth, Amber Bonnett-Powell, Esmee
Bishop, Zara Ferns and Sienna Goodfellow

Belmont U10 Netball Tournament
On Saturday 2nd March, our U10A netball
team travelled to Belmont Prep in Mill Hill
for their annual netball tournament.  This is
one of the most eagerly anticipated
tournaments of the year, with some of the
largest schools from the Hertfordshire, Essex
and Central London areas competing for the
winners’ trophy.

After winning eight out of eight games, our
talented U10 netball side were crowned as
the tournament winners.  A fantastic
achievement and thoroughly deserved.

Congratulations to our winning team- 
Amber Smits, Gala Cooper, Michelle
Ogungbemi (c), Pippa Webster, Zara Ferns,
Ava Mooney, Isla Roberts and Sienna
Goodfellow.

Sport Coaching 
and Training
This academic year we have seen new developments within
the College sport provision to further support and enhance
the training and coaching available to students.

Prep Fosters the Next Generation of Sporting Stars!

A very big well done to Jessica Hart, Syntax, for having 14 inches cut
off her hair for charity.  Jess donated her hair to the Little Princess
Trust who fund vital research in to childhood cancer and provide real
hair wigs to children and young people up to the age of 24, who
have lost their own hair due to cancer treatment or other conditions.

On Target
Maddie Purser, Poetry,
continues to excel at Trap
shooting and has recently
been selected for the Junior
World Cup in Suhl, Germany
this summer.  This follows
success at the English Open
Trap competition and
selection shoot where she
won three titles: Colts,
Junior and Ladies (Maddie is
the youngest ever winner of
the Ladies title!).  With
competitions in Portugal
and travelling to Verona to
have a new gun custom
made at Perazzi (where she
was greeted by Mauro
Perazzi himself) Maddie is
certainly very busy with her
shooting successes as well
as her studies.  Good luck
Maddie, we hope we will be
hearing more about your
progess soon.

Saracens Rugby Club assisted the delivery of rugby
training throughout the Michaelmas term and 
will continue to host Rugby Camps throughout 
the year.  This will help keep us up-to-date with 
the ever-changing laws of Rugby, as well as the 
sports physical demands.  It has already been 
exciting to witness such excellent results.

Hoddesdon Swimming Club has launched a
Swimming Development Program, which provides
students with extra training sessions at the 
College using our facilities.  Students may train 
with Hoddesdon Swimming Club’s Performance
Squad to perfect their own skills, techniques and
abilities.

Throughout the Trinity term, Hertfordshire Cricket
specialist coaches will be supporting our students
from the Prep to the College with their training, 
this we hope, will help our students enjoy this 
term of cricket, improve their understanding of 
the finer points of the game and hone their skills 
over the coming season.



Headmaster’s Book
Congratulations to the following pupils who were
invited to sign the Headmaster’s Book as recognition
for their outstanding work:

Abigail Hallam Outstanding History essay

Abisah Pwamang Geography

Adriana Cassera English

Alasdair Hunt English Poem and
Religious Education

Alexander Shenouda English

Alicia Chugh Religious Education

Annabelle Downes English

Anthony Hadji-Hannas Mathematics

Ayami Rajapaksha Geography

Bella Uzoka Religious Education & French

Benjamin Gikuma Music leadership

Caspian Plummer A Level Psychology (mock)

Charlie Price Jenson French

Chibuchi Amadi-Livingstone Volunteering at Prep School

Ellis Linney Service to Pole House

Ellis Kontkowski English

Ellisse Alexander English Prep and Geography

Emma Denny Religious Education 
and Geography

George Keogh Religious Education

Giovanni di Clemente Excellent presentation of India trip

Gonzalez-Palenzuela Chapel service

Grace Warburton Religious Education

Hannah Mead Geography

Isabel Cresci Geography & Excellent History 

Jack Ratledge Volunteering at Prep School

James Banful Chapel service

Jennifer Ezeoke Religious Education & English

Jessie Roberts Religious Education

Jodie Bailey-Ho Hockey - representing the College 
at the National Schools East 
Regional Tournament & 
Religious Education

Kian Barton Geography & History projects 
and English

Leonardo Rumalean Design & Technology and 
Geography project

Libby Tyrrell Religious Education examination

Livia Evans Mathematics

Lucian Torun-Shaw English

Marley Cooper Music leadership

Molly Gardner Service to Pole House

Muinga Ginga Geography

Nina Bayford Hockey - representing the College 
at the National Schools East 
Regional Tournament, Geography
and Religious Education

Otis Griffin Religious Education

Pablo Sanchez-Tarazaga Chapel service

Ruidi Zhu Chemistry

Sam Willoughby Religious Education

Samuel Hay-Cambell Remembrance Service 
- 'The Last Post'

Scarlett Gale Project, Biology

Shriya Patel Religious Education

Stella Schulte Excellent presentation of India trip
& Volunteering at the Prep

Stella Wilkinson Excellence in singing

Teddy Sumsion Religious Education

Yu Wai Tang (Sam) Chapel service

Zackary Pearcy Geography
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The Chemistry Olympiad is the leading chemistry competition for students in secondary education across the UK.

Run annually, the Olympiad is an opportunity for chemistry students to challenge themselves by helping them to
develop creative thinking, and apply their existing knowledge in new and interesting contexts.

The first challenge for successful entrants is a written test of their chemical knowledge, based on real-world
chemistry problems.  A number of St Edmund’s students chose to take part in this year’s competition, and of those
that did, four received certificates.  Congratulations to Ruidi Zhu who achieved a silver award, and to Jack Rydqvist,
Callum Xu and Jo Fung who were awarded bronze certificates. 

Chemistry Olympiad Awards

Thirty Years of Service 
Chris Hull joined children, tutors and past colleagues in a special heart-warming assembly to celebrate Chris’s
thirty years of service at St Edmund’s College and Prep.  

Chris joined the College on a short term, six week contract but in his own words said, “I came and I never left after
falling in love with a College, which I have come to know as my home.”  Old Hugonians and Old Edmundians alike
are indebted to all Chris’s hard work that he has done for us over the years, carrying out a dizzying array of duties
to the benefit of both pupils and staff.  Prep parents are often welcomed by Chris as he sees them arrive into
school in the morning and helps with taking children safely to the buses at the end of each day.  The children are
particularly fond of Mr Hull and his magic tricks in the Reception class when he always keep the children guessing
and most importantly smiling!  Here’s to thirty more years, Chris!  



Looking to the future

In September 2018, the government introduced new national guidance on careers provision in schools. It is testament
to the work of Jan Daly, who after many years in the role stepped down as Careers adviser earlier in the year, that the
current programme and support we offer is already very much in line with the new recommendations.  The Michelmas
term saw Poetry students completing careers assessments and having interviews with external consultants and Syntax
students spending a day focusing on the changing job market and the skills they are likely to need to be successful. 

This term, Rudiments participated in the Real Game aimed at highlighting different career options and the relative
benefits of each and Rhetoric, Poetry and Grammar students attended our annual Careers Fair. The fair seems to get
better and better and we are hugely grateful to Jo Beatty for her expert organisation and to all the parents, alumni and
local businesses and organisations who took time to set up stands and provide students with a first hand insight into
their industries.

In addition to changes in government advice, we are also seeing an increasing number of students interested in
scholarship programmes and degree apprenticeships as an alternative to direct entry to university.  There have been
some notable achievements with the likes of Credit Suisse, JP Morgan, Deloitte and EY (formerly Ernst & Young) and it
is an area that we are ensuring we can support accordingly.
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St Ed’s Books 
Go to Africa
During a reorganisation of the English
Department book store, I identified sets of
books that are no longer used.  It seemed a
pity for them to sit on the shelf when,
perhaps, someone else could make use of
them, but who?  

During a chance conversation with a cousin
who helps an education charity in remote
areas of the Republic of The Gambia, West
Africa, I heard about schools there trying to
create a library in each of their five schools.
The solution seemed obvious; the only
difficulty being how to get them there.
However, this was resolved: boxes of books,
including dictionaries no longer used by the
International Department, were loaded into
my car to be transported to my cousin’s
house in Chelmsford.  From there, they were
moved to the next stage of their journey and
finally loaded into crates for a sea crossing to
Africa.  They eventually arrived at their
destination and were shared between the
five schools. 

Since this first shipment, two more have
been sent.  The result is that we have a
better 
organised 
book store 
and the 
children in 
The Gambia 
have much 
needed 
books.  

Win, win.

Prep STEM Activity - Under Construction
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics)

activities are key to our young learners further developing
skills to plan, investigate, communicate, critically think 

and to learn.  

The children were set a challenge to design and build a two-metre
freestanding structure made entirely from construction straws.
They started the task with enthusiasm and confidence; how hard
could it be?  ....very quickly they found the implementation
much harder than anticipated! 

Working in groups to understand why their original plans didn’t
work they learnt that the tower foundation was going to be key to

the stability and therefore the overall height - so they revised their
designs and eventually developed new ones, leading to the children

successfully building a tower of 84 cms high.  
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Congratulations to all students and staff who were involved in staging School of Rock, which amazed
audiences over three nights at the Spotlight Theatre in Broxbourne in January.  The adaptation of the original
Jack Black film by Andrew Lloyd-Webber, Glenn Slater and Julian Fellowes was a challenge to stage but, as
ever, we pulled it off to great acclaim.

It was wonderful to see so many of our younger students taking major roles as the ‘School Kids of Horace
Green Preparatory School’ who all acted, sang and danced throughout the show and obviously all really
enjoyed being part of one the of shows biggest numbers, Stick it to the Man.  Some of them even had to play
their own instruments live on stage.  They were led by Dewey Finn, acted by Oliver Martin, who played
amazing guitar solos and left the audiences wowed by the energy of his performance each night.

The Headmistress, Miss Mullins played by Freya Burke switched perfectly between singing Mozart’s Queen of
the Night aria and a Stevie Nicks ballad.  Other notable performances were from Ned, Dewey’s best friend
and Patty, his girlfriend and of course all the ‘school kids’.  Down in the pit, a second band supported the
stage band perfectly; it really was a challenge for our technical team to balance both bands so incredibly well.

Backstage the cast were supported by students helping with scene changes, props and lighting directed by
our incredible staff who stage-managed the whole event.

Following the success of Starlight Express, Les Misérables and Hairspray we eagerly look forward to the
announcement of next year’s show!

Prep Activity
Programme
With Spring in the air the Eco-Committee has been busy
planting many different vegetables which, when ripe and ready
for picking, we hope to be able to give to the Cookery Club to
use in their culinary delights.  Vegetables that are now growing
include potatoes, carrots, runner beans so we look forward to
sampling the produce later in the term. 

The children, who have been learning about the environment
and biodiversity decided that planting more flowers would
encourage more butterflies, bees and other wildlife to the area
and therefore set about creating a new flowerbed in which
they planted various flower seeds.  Next term the children will
be watching the seeds sprout and hopefully flourish and look
forward to seeing what new wildlife may appear.  Our Grounds
Department has been so supportive clearing the orchard area
and building a new pond giving us another area in which we
will be learning about life cycles and development of animals. 

Through their planting work the Eco-Committee noticed there
was quite a lot of litter in the soil, earth and hedgerows which
inspired them to do something to rectify this.  Litter picking in
the surrounding hedgerows they collected 145 pieces of litter.
What a difference minutes can make to the environment and
congratulations to the Eco-Committee for making our school a
cleaner more enjoyable place. 

Form 3 also visited the Fitzwilliam Museum last Friday to learn
more about The Egyptians and The Greeks, their topics for the
last two terms. The children had time to explore the Greek
Galler and answer many questions by looking.
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Elements French
Spelling Bee
On 26 March, three Elements students, Nkechi Ezuma,
Lucian Torún-Shaw and Emma Denny, represented St
Edmund’s at a French Spelling Bee competition. They
travelled to Peterborough, accompanied by Mrs
Wilkinson, to take part in the Eastern region final. 

Lucian, Emma and Nkechi were the winners of our
school Spelling Bee competition, held at the end of the
Michaelmas term, so they spent the Lent term working
hard to learn the 150 French words required for the
regional final. 

At the competition, they were given words in English,
which they had to translate to French and then spell
correctly using the French alphabet.  They had to spell as
many words as possible in one minute.  Lucian, Emma
and Nkechi made an excellent effort and got through
to the final 32 students in the French language section
and the final 54 of the 3851 students who entered the
competition. 

This is a fantastic achievement - félicitations! 

Competition Success...  
Congratulations to Joshua Chapman, Max Fitzpatrick, Joshua Brody and Freddie
Roberts, who reached the semi-finals of the National Student Investor Competition.
The competition organised by the London Institute of Banking & Finance runs from
October to April and requires teams to manage a portfolio of £100,000 trading in
shares and investments of their choice.   They sadly missed out on the finals but
finished in 148th place overall from a field of close to 6,000 teams - an outstanding
achievement.

In the meantime, Rhetoric 1 Economic students are hard at work preparing entries for
a range of national Economics competitions including competitions run by the Royal
Economics Society and the Institute of Economic Affairs. We look forward to news of
more successes in due course!

Over the past year, The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award scheme has been hugely successful, with St Edmund’s students
achieving awards at Bronze, Silver and Gold level.  At the prestigious Gold level, an impressive 14 students achieved
awards, including three students who have the honour of attending a presentation ceremony at Buckingham Palace.

In January this year, St Edmund’s renewed its licence as a directly licensed organisation, and we enjoyed a glowing review
from the regional team of the work we have done over the past three years.  We look forward to building on our successes
over the next three years.

Our March training day was very successful, with students learning key skills to help them with their preparation, navigation
and camp craft.  At the end of the Lent term, students at Silver and Gold level will complete their practice walking expeditions.
For the Gold groups this takes place in the Brecon Beacons and the Silver groups will enjoy the beautiful Peak District.

This year, a huge number of students have signed up to Bronze level.  Their upcoming expeditions in will take place in the
Chiltern Hills and we look forward to helping them to work towards the ability to complete a self-sufficient expedition and
fulfil their groups’ aims.

In other sections of the award, students have been undertaking an impressive range of activities including volunteering at
Jump Zone, learning martial arts, and developing skills as varied as debating, cooking and learning business skills.

From next academic year there will be significant changes to the Bronze expedition section.  Bronze participants will only
need to complete one expedition, instead of the current two.  For the first time, the Award scheme will now be open to
students in Grammar; we hope that this will help students who wish to progress to Silver as they will be able to start the
next level of their Awards in Syntax.
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Inter-House Competition NEWS 
We love a bit of friendly Inter-House rivalry here at the College and emotions run high amongst both
the staff and the students as they support and cheer on thier competing house members.  

A wide range of skills and talents have been put to the test in the Inter-House Competition already.  The chart (below) shows
the series of events that have taken place thus far - as you can see, at the moment Douglass are the main contenders in the
Senior section, Talbot have it for the Intermediates and Douglass again are in the lead for the Juniors.  

We still have sports day yet to come, so it’s all still to play for! 

ACTIVITY PLACE SENIORS INTERMEDIATE JUNIORS

SWIMMING FIRST DOUGLASS POLE TALBOT
SECOND POLE DOUGLASS CHALLONER

THIRD CHALLONER / POYNTER TALBOT DOUGLASS
FOURTH TALBOT CHALLONER POLE

FIFTH POYNTER POYNTER

BOYS’ FIRST DOUGLASS TALBOT DOUGLASS
FOOTBALL SECOND CHALLONER CHALLONER CHALLONER

THIRD POLE POLE TALBOT
FOURTH TALBOT DOUGLASS POLE

FIFTH POYNTER POYNTER POYNTER

BOYS’ FIRST POLE DOUGLASS
CROSS SECOND POYNTER CHALLONER
COUNTRY THIRD TALBOT TALBOT

FOURTH CHALLONER POLE
FIFTH DOUGLASS POYNTER

GIRLS’ FIRST DOUGLASS CHALLONER CHALLONER
NETBALL SECOND CHALLONER POLE POLE

THIRD POYNTER TALBOT DOUGLASS
FOURTH POLE DOUGLASS TALBOT

FIFTH TALBOT POYNTER POYNTER

GIRLS’ FIRST POLE / TALBOT DOUGLASS
CROSS SECOND DOUGLASS TALBOT
COUNTRY THIRD CHALLONER CHALLONER

FOURTH POYNTER POLE
FIFTH POYNTER

HOUSE FOOD FIRST POYNTER TALBOT DOUGLASS
SECOND TALBOT POLE TALBOT

THIRD DOUGLASS CHALLONER CHALLONER
FOURTH CHALLONER POYNTER POLE

FIFTH POLE DOUGLASS POYNTER

PROSE FIRST DOUGLASS TALBOT POLE
SECOND POLE CHALLONER TALBOT

THIRD CHALLONER POLE POYNTER
FOURTH TALBOT DOUGLASS CHALLONER

FIFTH POYNTER POYNTER DOUGLASS

Budding Synthetic 
Chemists 
On Friday 22 March our Rhetoric II Chemistry
students attended a workshop at GlaxoSmithKline
(GSK) in Stevenage, on drug discovery and Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. 

Prior to the visit the students had synthesised and
purified their own samples of aspirin as part of their
GCE A Level Chemisty course.  These samples were
subsequently provided to Dr M. Sanganee, who
enabled NMR spectra to be run on the samples.

Before presenting students with their own spectra,
which enabled them to find out if they really did have
excellent practical skills, students were talked through
the processes that scientists use to help devise a new
drug for a particular therapeutic area.  Steve Thomas, a
Glaxo spectroscopist, also explained in some detail
how NMR works and took students through the
process that may be used to decipher structures, using
a variety of analytical techniques including NMR
spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. 

When eventually the long-awaited spectra were issued
to our students, some were very surprised to find that
their samples were not quite as pure as expected.
However, a number had synthesised excellent samples.
Indeed, Ruidi Zhu and Jo Fung had made samples that
were 99.9% pure, with Opal Purada and Richard
Stewart not far behind at 98.9% purity!

Following this, students were given the opportunity to
ask the two scientists questions about careers in the
pharmaceutical industry. The session concluded with a
laboratory tour and detailed explanation of the specific
facilities needed to house the all-important and costly
NMR machines that provide the analytical power that
drug discovery requires.
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Prep Retreat Day
During the Lent term the Prep Chaplaincy Group were fortunate to
attend the Lea Valley ‘Retreat Day’ hosted by St Joseph’s Primary
School in Bishop Stortford. 

Along with chaplaincy groups from all the other primary schools in the
Deanery, we were able to learn more about our own Eucharistic Journey
and about ‘Adoremus’ which is the big focus within the Diocese this year.

After some ice-breaker activities, we learnt about and discuss different
parts of the Mass and why they are important. Throughout the day we
had the opportunity to sing, to write our own prayers of thanks, shared
our own experiences and memories and found out that we are all WOW
people.  After lunch, we then moved to the parish church of St Joseph &
The English Martyrs for Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament, which
enabled us to spend reflective and peaceful time in the presence of Jesus.

A number of staff and students travelled to
Wembley Arena for “Flame” to be with the
10,000 young Catholics from across the
country who gathered together for a day of
drama, music, testimonies and prayer. 

This year’s theme was ’Significance’, with
young people being urged not to measure their
worth by social media and Instagram “Likes”,
but rather to reflect on the fact that they are
made in the image and likeness of God.  The
students listened to a fascinating interview
with Jean Vanier, the founder of ‘L’Arche’ and
also a very lively talk by Robert Madu from
America.  There was lots of music but the day
ended with silent Adoration lead by Cardinal
Vincent Nichols.

Learning From
the Past
Lucy Boyling and Beth Sherlock 
were fortunate to be awarded
places on this year’s Lessons from Auschwitz
project and to travel to Germany with the
Holocaust Educational Trust. 

This involved studying the lives of ordinary
Jewish and German people in the run up to
World War II, visiting the concentration camp at
Auschwitz and then working on a project to
ensure that the lessons learned are passed onto
the College and local community.  It was a
challenging but profoundly moving experience
for the students involved.

Exam time
prayer
As this term could be a stressful one for the many
students who face public examinations.  We hope that
the words of this ‘examination prayer’ will help them
focus their thoughts. 

Dear Lord,
I want to do my best to fulfil the potential 
you have given me.
Help me:
To stay calm,
To keep things in perspective and be 
content with the best I can do on the day,
To look out for my friends who need 
a bit of encouragement and, 
To always remember that the real test 
is how closely I can follow in your ways.
Amen

The Stations of the 
Cross are an important
devotion during Lent and
several staff and students
gathered each week to
reflect on Jesus final
journey. 

The term ended with a
Tenebrae service which
started with Francis
Butterworth singing 
Were you their when they
crucified my Lord as 
Father processed into the
Chapel.  

We then listened to 
The Scriptures and
reflected on the death 
of Christ.

Stations of 
the Cross

On Thursday 28 March, the staff and students of Douglass House came
together for a wonderful House Dinner.  It was an honour and a
privilege to celebrate the evening with the students. Proceedings began
in Chapel for Evening Prayers, where I spoke to students about the
prominent role Bishop John Douglass played in establishing our College
at Old Hall Green under the patronage of St. Edmund in 1793.  Together
as a community we then prayed for Bishop Douglass, gave thanks for
his endeavours and reflected on the importance of continuing his legacy
into the future.  My thanks to the students across all the year groups
who led prayers and readings so impressively. 

We then made our way down to
the Refectory where we were well
looked after by the staff of Holroyd
Howe. The students enjoyed a first-
class supper of steak and chips and
it was a joy to see them all display
such excellent manners; the
conversations were flowing and
the mobile phones were (for the
most part!) nowhere to be seen.
All students in attendance were a
credit to the House.  The highlight
of the after-dinner speeches was
the touching tribute a number of
Grammar students paid to their
departing form tutor, Mrs McNiece.
It was then my pleasure to present
Francis Butterworth with a Gold Service and Leadership Award for his
consistent and unwavering dedication to the extra-curricular life of the
College.  Congratulations to Lana Alden, Isobel Birchall, Ayla Huseyin,
Mina Medic and Ishan Mistry who earned their Quarter Colours ties,
and Joseph Canavan, Alexia Boyd-Carpenter, Michael Dietel, Teddy
Sumsion and Ella Taylor who received Full Colours honours.                                                                                 

“As the chosen people of God, the holy people whom he loves, you are to
be clothed in heartfelt compassion, in generosity and humility, gentleness
and patience. Bear with one another; forgive each other if one of you has a
complaint against another. The Lord has forgiven you, now you must do
the same to your brothers and sisters. Over all these clothes, put on love,
the perfect bond.” Colossians 3: 12-17                             LIAM WOODWARD

Douglass House Dinner
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Prep’s powerful Easter
Story performance
During the last week of the Lent Term, the children of Forms 1-6 performed a moving presentation
of the events of Holy Week in the College Chapel. 

Every child played their part, whether as a narrator, an actor or a prayer reader, in retelling the story from
Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem on Palm Sunday (Forms 1 and 2) to his appearances to his disciples after his
Resurrection (Form 6). 

The children spoke confidently and with reverence as they addressed their parents, grandparents and
visitors from the College in the packed Chapel.  All joined together for the expressive songs commenting
on the story, with Form 6 Choristers performing solo verses, while Form 6 musicians performed the
haunting theme from ‘Schindler’s List’ on solo violin and recorder during the Crucifixion scene. 

Nursery and Reception children contributed to the occasion with a vivid picture of a cross filled with their
handprints, lit by a brilliant golden sun.  This was displayed on the sanctuary during the performance and
appeared on the programme cover.

Fairtrade Fortnight
 The focus for Fairtrade fortnight this year was cocoa farmers in
West Africa.  Many are paid only 74p per day but actually need
£1.86 in order to achieve a living income, which means
enough money to live a simple but dignified life, paying for
essentials such as clothing, medicine and school. 

To highlight the issue and bring students in the Chaplaincy
Committee prepared a display and ran a Fairtrade quiz testing
students’ knowledge of Fairtrade issues.  

Lenny Schwarz and Ellis Kontkowski dressed as Fairtrade
bananas and distributed stickers to grab pupils attention.
Some students showed an impressive amount of knowledge
on the subject, but others were interested to find out how
their buying habits can help to support these low paid workers.
The quiz was won by Leo Rumalean and Lara Chick.

Cold Comfort
In the depths of the February cold, over forty students
took part in this year’s sleep-out.  Students from all year
groups gathered together to reflect on the problems
young people experience when living in hostels and bed
and breakfast accommodation and attended a candle lit
prayer service. 

The night was very cold but we all survived until morning
and as a result of our efforts we managed to raise £2200
for the St Vincent de Paul society which provides
emergency packs for the homeless.  The packs include
hats, gloves, socks and an information card giving details
of places that offer help.
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PREP Performing Arts
Prep Concerts
Around 60 Form 3-6 children participated in two concerts for instrumentalists and singers in
front of appreciative audiences who were treated to a variety of solo and duet performances.
Prep students take part in weekly peripatetic lessons on a wide range of instruments and it
was wonderful for the children to be able to show parents, grandparents, friends and staff how
they have developed over the term.  Piano, voice, violin, viola, cello, guitar, ukulele, recorder,
oboe, trumpet and drums performances took place throughout the two concerts delighting all
with a wide range of musical genres.

LAMDA: Exam Successes and Recital
A record sixty-three Form 1-6 pupils took LAMDA exams in early March with 76% of children
achieving Distinctions with the remaining achieving a Merit which is a testament to their hard
work.  Following the examinations, the children all performed their pieces to a packed
audience demonstrating impressive confidence, expressive delivery and enthusiastic delivery.
Congratulations to all, and to our three LAMDA teachers, Miss Alexandra James-Steedon, Mrs
Natasha Easton and Mrs Chrissy Pymar, who prepared the children in the hugely popular
Speech and Drama clubs during our daily activity sessions.

Inter-House Performing Arts Week
This year’s Inter-House Performing Arts competition for Form 1 to 6 pupils attracted around
150 entries - the highest number yet - resulting in six hours of Music and three hours each of
Drama and Dance events, held over three days.  We were most grateful to our adjudicators,
Mrs Samantha Slade (Music), Miss Alexandra James (Drama) and Mrs Philippa McMeechan
(Dance), for their encouraging comments and marks for each performer.

The week began with the Dance event, in which around 60 children performed solo or as part
of a small group in a variety of styles, including ballet, street and modern freestyle. What
particularly impressed was the infectious enthusiasm of the dancers and also the effort and
imagination evident in the wonderful selection of costumes and props. In an exciting
competition, Mayne came first, with Southworth not far behind, followed by Campion. 

In the Music event, there were almost 80 performances from singers and on a range of
instruments, including piano, violin, viola, cello, guitar, ukulele, flute, oboe, clarinet and recorder.
The children’s enthusiasm for performing was evident in their smiling faces and confident
manner on stage. Several had formed duos and groups, dedicating break and lunchtimes to
rehearsing. This time, Southworth was top, with Mayne and Campion narrowly beaten into
second and third places.

The week ended on a high with the Drama event. Around 80 children participated in solo or
group mimes and improvisations, on themes which allowed plenty of scope for imaginations
to run wild, as well as for a colourful array of costumes and props. All performances appeared
well rehearsed, and performers and their audiences enjoyed themselves immensely. Mayne
achieved another first, pipping Campion and then Southworth to the post.

After winning both Dance and Drama events, Mayne were victorious in this year’s Inter-House
Performing Arts competition, with Southworth in second and Campion in third place. 

Four students chosen to represent St Edmund’s travelled to the
Centre of Mathematical Sciences at the University of Cambridge,
on 19 March,  for the Regional Final of the Maths Team Challenge.  

Our team, comprising of two Rudiments pupils (Tobeya Ikeniya and
Mario Iheanetu) and two Grammar pupils (Francis Airwaodo and Alan
Yubo Wang) joined the thirty six schools from the Cambridge area
taking part in the competition. 

Each of the four competition rounds required good mathematical
knowledge, but also needed careful team work.  The most demanding
of these is the ‘cross number’ where one pair had the down clues and
one the across clues; this leads to teams having to develop strategies
to deal with questions involving the other pairs questions.  

The St Edmund’s team came 8th overall which, given the strong
competition, was an excellent achievement and a result to be proud of.
It was a testing, but throughly enjoyable, day.  

UKMT Maths Team Challenge

Public Speaking Competition

The English Department’s annual Public Speaking Competition for Syntax was
held in March.  Students were given the task of writing a persuasive speech on
a topic of their choice.  Their English teachers advised them on the various
techniques that could be used to help them convince their audience to agree
with their point of view. 

Students chose a wide variety of topics.  The environment was a popular
choice with global warming and the need to recycle being delivered with a
sense of urgency.  Sport featured in a number of speeches: ‘Football is THE best
sport’; ‘Footballers’ pay is excessive’; ‘Boxing is too brutal to be called a sport’;
contrasting with ‘Boxing plays a valuable role in channelling aggression’.  The
serious topic of ‘What we should do to combat loneliness’ was given a humorous
twist by the critical comments made to the student, Alessandro, who had tried
to combat it in an old people’s home.  One student, Keira, argued strongly for
the right to wear make-up in College.  Another, Coco, amused us with his
example of a friend who was ‘lost’ to on-line gaming, whilst Otis enlightened us
on the short-comings of the voting system in this country.

The final was held in front of all Syntax students.  It was difficult to select
winners from very strong finalists, but a decision was eventually reached and
he top four were presented with a certificate and book vouchers.  
First Place Jodie Bailey-Ho;  Second Place Erin Kavanagh not pictured; 
Third Place went to Alessandro Ciraolo and Fourth Place Giorgia Buraglio .  
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Beating a Retreat
After over 20 years as the Drum & Percussion Teacher
here at St Edmunds, Mike Miles has retired. 

Mike has been an amazing teacher, and a real part of the
fabric of the Music School loved by colleagues and students
alike.  His examination results have been excellent
throughout with many of his pupils going onto various music
colleges and are still playing drums.  In addition to his
teaching he has been our drummer in countless shows and
college productions and has always been hugely supportive
to everyone in the Music Department.  On his last day, Mike
was presented with a beautiful watch by Mrs Salter-Kay
which he was both surprised and delighted with.  We wish
him all the best in the future and he will missed by us all.

Following Mr Mile’s departure, we are delighted to have
found an excellent replacement for him - Drum & Percussion
Teacher Stuart Pringle joined us after Easter.  Stuart has over
thirteen years teaching experience with Hertfordshire Music
Service and other schools in the area.  He leads percussion 

based workshops in various SEND schools and has
experience as a Lead Facilitator within Essex Music.  As a
freelance musician Stuart has played at mainstream Pop
festivals (with Ed Sheeran!), on television in addition to
music nights at Ronnie Scott’s with Jazz Trios.  

Stuart also brings with him a great deal of recording
experience with A Level Technology and GCSE Students,
something which will benefit us here in the Music School
now that we have our own recording studio.   We are sure
that everyone will give Stuart a warm St Ed’s welcome.

Mike pictured with KSK/Peripatetic Colleagues, Music Staff and Grade 8 drum student, Rhetoric Leo Carr.

After weeks of rehearsing, the Young Voices choir from 
St Edmund’s Prep were privileged to have the
opportunity to sing their hearts out at the O2 in London. 

They joined 8000 other pupils to become an incredible
children’s choir, singing alongside Spandau Ballet’s, Tony
Hadley and ‘Britain’s Got Talent’ contestant Beau Dermott. 

Rehearsals began in early September and the children were
under pressure to learn twelve songs from a range of genres
along with dance moves and sign language.  The evening
performance on the night was pure ‘GOLD’ and the 
St Edmund’s Prep pupils all shone.

Young Voices 

St Ed’s Students Conquer the Banff Big 3 
Our largest ever ski trip departed for Canada at the start of the Easter break.  

Following an excellent journey we reached the hotel in Banff in time for dinner, before heading off for our ski fit.  It
was quite a logisitical challenge fitting skis, boots and helmets for the group from Years 4 to 10, then it was early to
bed before the fun really started the following morning.

Five days of skiing split between 'The Big 3' mountains of Norquay, Sunshine and Lake Louise added to by evening
activities of snow tubing, ice skating, cinema, Mass and a meal at a local restaurant kept the students busy for the
duration of the week.  The ski conditions were fantastic with slopes to challenge all abilities; from our newest first
time skiers to our very adept, talented students.  There were a few bumps and bruises suffered along the way but all
students were carefully looked after by the team of staff and kept smiling throughout.

Sadly departure day came so we travelled back to Calgary and some retail therapy for the students, with the
opportunity to purchase gifts for parents (I hope you received them!).  For some the chance to catch the final
moments of the Champions League Quarter-Final between Manchester City and Tottenham which proved to be a
rather traumatic experience for some but ultimately a fantastic result (if you ask me!). 

The students were a real credit to the College, I lost count of the number of people that commented on their good
behaviour and it was a real pleasure to have them on the trip.  Thank you to the staff that supported this great ski
trip: Miss Simon, Miss Dunning, Mr West, Mr Adams, Mrs Mallabone, Mrs Penfold, Mrs Roper, Mr Woodward and Mrs
Wells for helping to run the trip and for their good humour throughout.                                                      MR JONES
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On World Book Day itself, we were delighted to
welcome Sam Angus.  Sam writes historical fiction for
children and is best known for her book ‘Soldier Dog’
which gives a vivid portrayal of the messenger dogs
during World War I.  Sam was invited to talk to our
Elements students and pupils from Prep Forms 5 and 6.
Sam told pupils how she heard a radio programme
about the role of messenger dogs during the First
World War just as she was driving past the ‘Animals in
War’ memorial in London, this sparked her interest and
inspired her to write the book.  She shared some real-
life stories and photographs she discovered while doing
her research. Sam was a wonderful and engaging
speaker who proved very popular with the pupils.

On 19 March, we hosted a visit from Matt Dickinson.
Matt has had an action-packed career as an adventurer
and mountaineer.  He is also an award-winning
director and cameraman, working for National
Geographic TV, Discovery Channel and the BBC.  Matt
talked to Rudiments and Grammar students, plus
pupils from Form 6 in the Prep School about his career
accompanied by pictures and video clips from his
filming expeditions to Mount Everest.  Amazingly, he
has filmed on Everest’s summit and was the first British
film maker to do so and get back alive!  These
experiences inspired Matt to write his series of books
for children, ‘The Everest Files’.  Matt’s books for children
and teens include the ‘Mortal Chaos’ series, the award-

winning thriller, ‘Lie, Kill, Walk Away’ and his new series
for younger readers, ‘Popcorn Eating Squirrels of the
World Unite’.  Matt was an entertaining speaker and
was a hit with the College students and teachers alike. 

On 22 March, Dan Smith was our third author to visit.
Dan is an award-winning author of adventure thriller
and historical novels and is a popular author for the
10-14 age group.  His latest novel is ‘She Wolf’, an
exhilarating story of a Viking girl.  Dan talked about his
childhood and how he went to boarding school in
England but spent his holidays with his family living in
Asia and then Brazil.  He regaled the students with
incredible stories of exploring volcanoes and lakes in
Asia and living in a remote part of the jungle in Brazil
which inspired his adventure novel, ‘Boy X’. Dan gave a
thought-provoking presentation, emphasising how
stories and reading were an extremely important part
of his childhood.  He entertained the students with a
collage of video clips from movies he watched as a
child that still resonate today and all because they had
great stories.  Dan’s visit was so popular that the
Bookshop ran out of books for him to sign!

It was wonderful to have these three authors in school.
Students have been introduced to new ideas and new
books, and been inspired to read more.  A special thank
you must go to our local independent bookseller, Elaine
Penrose, for supporting our events and making such a
huge range of titles available for our students to buy.

On World Book Day itself, children enjoyed hearing parts
of their favourite books read to them.  With thanks to
Mrs Crook in the school library pupils heard extracts of
adventure and traditional children’s fiction.  In addition
to this, classes wrote about their favourite books and

book characters. They also found out about
popular children’s authors.  At lunchtime,

the children enjoyed a Book themed
lunch.  The menu was based on the

story of ‘Alice in Wonderland’.
The dining room was
transformed into a ‘Mad
Hatter’s Day Party’. The
children enjoyed strawberry
milkshake, sandwiches, curly

chips, toasties and jam tarts. 

The main highlights of Book Week
took place on 8 March. Children and

staff came to school dressed up as
different book characters.  It was wonderful to see

the amazing efforts everyone had gone to with their
costumes.  There were several ‘Gangster Grannies’, 

Inspiring reading
World Book Day is a day set aside in March each year to
focus on books and reading, so the St Edmund’s Library
celebrated the event by hosting an action-packed month of
wonderful authors to come and inspire our students. 

Prep Book Week 
Once again, St. Edmund’s Prep took part in what
proved to be exciting and enjoyable Book Week.  It was
great to witness such enthusiasm for books and to see
the children read with such enjoyment. 

Buddy reading was a great success.  Older
and younger children paired up to enjoy
their favourite books and share their
love of reading.  It was lovely to hear
children reading aloud to each other
and discussing their favourite books. 

During Book Week we had arranged for
two children’s authors to visit us.  On
Wednesday 6th March pupils met Ann
Jungman.  They listened to some of her
stories, found out about her life as an author
and the books she has written. Classes took part
in different book sessions.  The younger children heard
some of Ann’s favourite stories, whilst the older
children took part in writing workshops. 

‘Robin Hoods ’ and many different characters from the Roald Dahl
books.  The different book characters elegantly showed off their
costumes at morning assembly.  The children all looked the part and
enjoyed being a book character for the day. 

In the afternoon we held the ever competitive Poetry Competition.
Children in all of the classes carefully learnt a poem.  Pupils were then
individually selected to recite their poem to the school and our judges,
Mr Cartwright and Mrs Sayer.  The standard of entries was incredibly
high and the children performed with great composure and confidence.
The children were judged on clarity and pitch of voice, the pace of the
spoken poem, use of actions, props and humour and lastly on how well
they engaged the audience.  In the Pre Prep competition Laurens Scott
won first prize, whilst Theodora Davis was judged as the winner in the
Prep Competition.  During the afternoon the children were also
treated to some entertaining LAMDA recitals performed by some of
older pupils.  This event, like the others during Book Week sparked
great interest in literature.  

Thank you to everyone for their support of these great events.
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Senior Netball County Cup Champions!
The Senior Netball team faced Broxbourne in the final of the County Cup and what a display of netball St Edmund's
put on.  Broxbourne had the first centre pass but St Edmund's were quicker and stronger off the mark making the
first turnover and scoring the first goal.  This set the girls up for the rest of the game where they were dominant,
slick and precise in their play.  Never did the team take their foot of the pedal and continued to build on their lead
quarter by quarter, eventually winning the game 39-15. 

Squad: Stephanie Winfield (C), Nada Tadros, Mairead Sheehy, Courtney Ferns, Beth Gardner, Ella Buenaventura,
Antonella Pittaluga and Chloe Hoban 

U13 Netball County 
Plate Champions!
The U13 Netball team faced Queenswood in the final of
the County Plate.  With the first final postponed due to
the weather, the girls had an agonising wait for their final.
The team had been training hard to perfect their set plays
and movement down the court and they did not
disappoint during the final.  The team worked tirelessly for
the duration of the match, continuously putting into
practice set plays that always gave them the advantage
over the opposition.  Just like the Seniors, the team never
once took their foot off the pedal and pushed all the way
to the final whistle, where they crowned winners by 32
goals with a win of 43-11. 

Squad: Keira Ferns (C), Grace Warburton, Sienna Quial,
Evie Kelly, Anabella Pittaluga, Emma Church, Eva
Buenaventura and Olivia Johnson.

U16 Girls’ Football County Cup Runners Up
The U15 football team played an age group up in the U16 County Football Cup, where they faced Beaumont in the
final. T he girls put their heart and soul into the game and played for the duration with passion and fight.  Despite
going 1-0 down in the first half the girls were determined to bounce back and kept pressing hard and working the
ball to create as many attacking chances as possible.  Unfortunately, the team could not find the break through and
finished as County Runners Up.  What an achievement with a team of players all a year younger in the competition. 

Squad: Remy Hudson-Clements, Freya Kavanagh, Madeleine Mahoney, Shannon Hunt, Georgia Davies, Elizabeth
Tyrrell, Ayla Helsop-Moore, Mia Lucas, Eva van de Ven, Natalia Negri, Lolita Nutt, Lilymai Woolfe,  Eliabella Tennant
and Joy Osei-Anane 

Boys’ Football Report
The Elements team made a promising start this year.
Their record shows that they played 9, won 6  and drew 1.
They lost 2, with a goal difference of +11.

The boy’s started the year winning the first round of the
County Cup 2-1 against Knight’s Templar school, it was
evident from this first match that the team were going
to be strong side and a match for any opposition.  The
only two losses of the year came against Hemel
Hempstead (2-4) and a Bishop’s Stortford side that
consisted of  5 academy players (1-3).

At times the side played some excellent football, putting
the opposition under pressure to win the ball and
playing a fluid attacking, passing game that has been a
pleasure to watch.  They have scored some impressive
team goals and the signs are promising for a successful
future for the side.

Luca Mansfield-Osbourne has been exceptional in goal
proving to be a reassuring presence at the back.  Rohan
Small has had an excellent year captaining the side
from defence and showing a great understanding and
ability to read the game.  James Banful and Joe Radford
have demonstrated a great work ethic and competitive
edge in midfield and Cameron Hunt has shown a keen
eye for a goal.

The final 6 games of the year resulted in 5 wins and a
draw in which the team scored 23 goals, an impressive
end to a good season!

We All Need a Friend
...or two, three or four, in fact as many of you as
possible!  The Friends of St Edmund’s College & Prep
are currently looking for volunteers to join the
committee. 

If you could possibly spare some time throughout
the year helping out with uniform, setting up for
events or perhaps helping to run a stall at a fair,
then please do get in touch with Linsey Edmunds
via the email address below and your details will be
passed on. 

It is a lovely opportunity to become more involved
with the school and be part of a fun and friendly
team who do an enormous amount of fundraising
for our students and staff. 

email: ledmunds@stedmundscollege.org


